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Lumbosacral
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the back facing up
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Away from the
body/midline
Towards the
body/midline
Transverse Abdominis
(muscle)
Diagrammatic
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How Do I Use This Program?
This program has 12 steps. Since each of you are different, each of these 12 steps will take
different amounts of time but on average, no longer then 1-2 weeks. Most women complete
this program and are healed in 12 weeks but sometimes more time (24 weeks and more) is
needed. If you feel your healing needs more time, give each step 2 weeks rather than 1 to
ensure proper progressions. By the end of this program you should have your DR closed and be
able to progress with postpartum conditioning. Postpartum conditioning is an additional
program that is geared to help with weight loss, increased energy and endurance, and giving
you a lean, powerful and strong body.
Step #1:
Learn how to tape and start taping and bracing
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Core activation exercise (in seated position use sheet to approximate DR split) 1x 20; 2 x day
(pg. 29-30)
Relax your hips in supine 2-5min, 2 x day (pg. 25)
Fee up your LS fascia in seated position hold for 10 DB, repeat 3x, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Correct elevated rib position: DB (diaphragmatic breathing) with belt pull 10 DB, 1 x day (pg. 27)
Open up your Chest: Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day
(pg. 16)

Step #2:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Relax your hips in supine x 2-5min, 2 x day (pg. 24)
Correct elevated rib position: DB (diaphragmatic breathing) with belt pull 10 DB 1 x day (pg. 27)
Core stabilization with sheet approximation and knee out in supine position (on your back)
1 x 20, 2 x day (pg. 30)
Free up your LS fascia in standing hold for 10 DB repeat 3 times, 2 x day (pg. 24)
Free up your waist with crescent moon in supine 2 min each side, 2 x day (pg. 22)
Open up your Chest: Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day
(pg. 16)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
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Step #3
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Core stabilization with sheet approximation and leg slide 1 x 20; 2 x day (pg. 30-31)
Shoulder Stabilization 1 (Floor angels) 1 x 20; 2 x day (pg. 17)
Free up your waist with Crescent moon in supine 2 min each side, 2 x day (pg. 22)
Free up lumbosacral fascia (legs against the wall position) 2- 5min 2 x day (pg. 24)
Bridge stretch 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your Hip (Rectus Femoris Stretch) in prone position 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on
both sides, 2 x day (pg. 25)
Open up your Chest: Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day
(pg. 16)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)

Step # 4:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Core activation with knee fold 1 x 20; 1 x day (pg. 31)
Shoulder Stabilization floor angels on the foam roll 1 x 20, 1 x day (pg. 17)
Open up your chest on foam roll hold position for 3-5 min, 2 x day (pg. 17)
Free Up your Waist (Crescent moon in seated position) 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 22)
Free Up LS fascia (LS fascia release in standing position) hold for 10 DB, repeat 3 x, 2 x day
(pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (lunge stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day (pg. 26)
Step #5:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Core activation with bridging 1 x 20; 2 x day (pg. 32)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Shoulder Stabilization: Shoulder burners in standing position 1 x 10 in each position 2 x day
(pg. 19)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Shoulder stabilization 1: Wall Angels 1 x 20 1x day (pg. 18)
Free Up LS fascia (LS fascia release in standing position) hold for 10 DB, repeat 3 x, 2 x day
(pg. 24)
Neck stretching Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day (pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (lunge stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day (pg. 26)
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Step #6:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10 DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Neck stretching Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day (pg. 14-15)
Core activation with hip adduction (ball squeeze) and bridging 1 x 20; 2 x day (pg. 32)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Step#7:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Core activation with heel bridging 1 x 20; 1 x day (pg. 33)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(p g. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Step #8:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Core activation with frog bridging 1 x 20 2 x day (pg. 33)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Shoulder Stabilization 2: Wall push-ups 1 set of 20, 1X day (pg. 20)
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Step #9:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Core strengthening (bridging with table press) ( make sure you are braced for this exercise)
1 x 20 1 x day (pg. 34)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Shoulder Stabilization 2: Wall push up progression (offset position) 1x 10 in each position,
1 x day (pg. 20)

Step #10:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Core strengthening in quadruped position+ Bird Dog 1 x 20 1 x day (braced) (pg. 35)
Core activation with frog bridging 2 x 20 2 x day (pg. 33)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Shoulder Stabilization 2: Wall push-up (use thera-band resistance) 1 x 20, 1 x day (pg. 20)
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Step #11:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Core activation with frog bridging 2 x 20 2 x day (pg. 33)
Core strengthening in quadruped position+ Bird Dog 1 x 20 1 x day (braced) (pg. 35)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Shoulder Stabilization 2: Quadruped shoulder circles 1 x 20, 1 x day (pg. 21)

Step #12:
Tape and Brace
Maintain good posture/ body mechanics and perform proper transfers
Bridge stretch hold for 10DB repeat 2 x day (pg. 15)
Open up your waist: Crescent moon in standing position 10 deep breaths, 3 times in each
direction, 2 x day (pg. 23)
Core strengthening in quadruped position+ Bird Dog 1 x 20 1 x day (braced) (pg. 35)
Core activation with frog bridging 1 x 20, 2 x day (pg. 33)
Doorway walk through: hold for 3 deep breaths several times per day (pg. 27)
Doorway stretch 10 DB each position, perform several times per day (pg. 16)
Door Jam pull-Up: hold position for 3DB, repeat 5 X each side, 2 X day (pg. 27)
Free Up LS fascia: Childs Pose Stretch hold position for 2 min, perform 2 x day (pg. 24)
Stretch your neck: Upper trap/Levator/Scalene hold for 3 DB each side, repeat 2 x day
(pg. 14-15)
Open up your Hips (dragon stretch) 10 deep breaths, 3 repetitions on both sides, 2 x day
(pg. 26)
Shoulder Stabilization 2: Quadruped shoulder taps (braced) 1 x 20, 1 x day (pg. 21)
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Body Mechanics for DR Healing
Getting Out of the Bed:
• Incorrect: Never to jack knifing and back rolling
• Correct: Start with knee both knees slightly bend and roll to the side like a log; transfer to fetal
position (side laying with knee bend), swing your legs over the edge of the bed and swing both
legs over at the same time as you sit up.
Brushing your Teeth: When you are brushing your teeth, don’t lean over the sink with a rounded back.
Instead, try bending from the hip with a straight back. You can also brush your teeth with standing up
tall, looking straight into the mirror. When it comes to spit, put your hands on the sink for support, stick
your buttocks out, and keep your back straight.
Getting Out of a Chair
Slide to the front edge of the chair and place hands on your thighs, just above knees. Hold your belly
button in and rise to a hands-above-knees position. Continue to hold your belly button in and come up
with a flat back.
Sneezing: To sneeze safely make sure you relax all muscles of the body except lower belly. Tighten your
belly by pulling belly button in and use your hands to hold and support your ribs just below your breast.
When you feel sneeze coming on, press hard at the base of your nose in between your nostrils. This will
give you just enough time to relax and tighten your lower abs and pelvic floor. When you are done
sneezing, take a deep, relaxed breath.
Changing your baby: Hold your belly button in (TA tight) as you sit your baby up facing you. Bend your
knees slightly, lifting your baby onto one of your shoulders. Turn away from the table and put one leg
behind you, bringing the knee to the floor. Place the baby on the thigh on your front bend leg. With flat
back, bring your baby to the floor
Nursing Your Baby: While nursing is one of the nicest ways to bond with your baby, if your don’t sit
correctly it can be painful in your upper and lower back. Avoid soft, squishy chairs, low couches, director
chairs and any kind of seat that sags. When you sit with your knees above your hips, your SI joint rotates
back, putting pressure on your lower back. If your ligaments are relaxed due to hormonal changes, or if
you have back problems to begin with, you are at a greater risk of causing pain.
Maintaining a good sitting position using the right chair to support your shoulders, hips, and lower back
while nursing is important. Use nursing pillow to bring your baby closer. Always alternate breasts to
keep your body on an even keel. If you feel stiff after nursing, do quick standing pelvic tilt. Stand
approximately three feet from a wall and lean into it with your arms. Keep your legs straight and your
feet hip distance apart. Gently rock your pelvis back and fort several times. This exercise will relive
stiffness and tightness in your lower back.
Safe lifting: get down on one knee. Take a belly breath and hold your belly button in. Put your baby onto
your front bend knee and rest a moment. Take your baby from your knee to your shoulder. Holding the
baby with one arm, place your other hand on the things of your bend leg to support standing up
Keep your back flat. Hold your belly button in the whole time
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Carrying your Baby:
-Bring your child closer to your body with a light hug and place the baby’s hands on your shoulder
-Grasp the child at the knees and lift
-When the baby leans forward, spread the baby’s knees out
-Place your forearm underneath baby’s knees
• The football carry: is for small infants and should be avoided latter
• The hip Carry: Try not to use the same side all the time, even if you have the stronger arm.
• The front Carry: make sure you keep your shoulders down and in and prevent rounded shoulder
position
• The shoulder Carry: use both shoulders equally to prevent to prevent strain.
• Avoid caring baby on the front if you are prone to stiff neck and shoulder.
• Carrying During Tantrums: Get down to child’s level; kneel or squat close and if possible hold or
hug the child. Wait for child to calm down bc it might injure you to try lifting kicking and
screaming child.
Bath Time: use tub that is fitting in the sink and when they are to small for sink, you can get a bath chair
with suctions on the bottom or a baby bathtub what fits into the larger tub. Kneel close to the tub with
pillow or thick towel under your knees. If you are using and bath chair, place the chair facing sideways
first and then, holding belly button in the chair with child’s back towards you , turn the child around.
Make sure everything is within reach- shampoo, bath soap, towel, toys. Use drainage tube at the bottom
to let the water out rather then turning over the tub to empty it.
Picking up after your child: keep one hand on your knee. Keep one hand on your knee and one on your
bent knee. Keep your belly in while picking up.
Baby Carriers: wear splint at all times especially if you are using front loading carrier b pressure prom
the baby’s weight will pull your abdominal muscles apart.
Grocery shopping: Get your feet as far under the car as possible. Bend your knees, take belly breath,
pull your TA in. Lift your grocery bag on the edge of the car. Reposition yourself so that you can lift the
weight close to your body. Remember to keep the natural curve in your lower back. Pull your TA each
time you lift. Do not forget to ask for help and be reposeful such us ordering groceries on line ( e.g.
Amazon fresh to create more time for rest and avoid excessive lifting, transferring, pushing and pulling).
Getting in and out of the car: back into the car seat, knees together, head facing outside. Train pivot,
bringing both knees in together. Reverse for getting out. Once you get the hang of it, this method will
take no time at all.
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Mommy Tummy Makeover Do’s and Don’ts:
DO:
• Approximate: Brace or tape on regular basis; wear the brace all the time
take it off just for shower
• Protect: Follow body mechanics and postural instructions
• Exercise: on a regular basis
DON’T
• Avoid offensive activities such as poor body mechanics with transfers,
heavy lifting and aggravating exercises such us crunches
• Avoid poor posture (with anterior pelvic tilt)
• Avoid high heels
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Equipment needed:
Brace: soft lumbar stabilization brace with Velcro wraps

Octmami Postpartum Belly Band Belly Wrap Maternity Recovery Waist Wraps
Adjustable Abdominal Belt
Amazon Price: $23.99
KT Tape: Original Cotton Elastic Kinesiology Therapeutic Sports Tape, 16 ft.,
Uncut Roll, Breathable, Free Videos, Pro & Olympic Choice

Amazon Price: $10.42
Copyright ã 2018. Lilly Physical Therapy.
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Optional (for bonus, pelvic floor exercise): MICOK Pilates Ball, Barre Ball, Mini
Exercise Ball, 9 inch-Small Bender Ball Pilates, Yoga, Core Training Physical
Therapy, Anti Burst & Slip Resistant Balance Ball Quick Foot Pump

Amazon Price: $10.95

Thera-Bands: Thera-Band Professional Non-Latex Resistance Bands, Set of Three
Beginner Level Flat Elastic Bands for Strength Training, Rehabilitation, Physical
Therapy, Flexibility, Stretching, Yellow & Red & Green

Amazon Price: $12.99
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Postural Correction for DR Healing
Elevated shoulders Correction……………………………………………………………14-15
UT Stretch, Levator Stretch, Scalene Stretch, Bridge Stretch

Open up your Chest and Correction of Rounded shoulders.….....…………….16
Doorway stretch (Pectoralis stretch), Foam roll stretch

Stabilization of scapula-thoracic (ST) joint: Shoulder Stabilization Level 1,
Shoulder Stabilization Level 2 …………………………………………….……….……17-20
Floor angels, Floor angles on foam roll, Wall angles, Bridging with table press
(braced), Shoulder burner, Wall push-up, Wall push-up progression (hands
offset), Wall push-up progression (Theraband resistance)

Quadruped Shoulder Stabilization Exercises………………….………………….……21
Quadruped shoulder circles (braced), Quadruped shoulder taps (braced)

Free up your waist……………………………………..…………………………….….……22-23
Floor crescent, Seated crescent, Wall crescent,

Correcting Anterior Pelvic Tilt (APT) ..……….……….…………………….…….…23-26
a) Free up your LS fascia
Forward fold in sitting , Forward fold in standing, Legs against the wall, child’s
pose

b) Open up your hips

Hip flexor stretch (psoas release), Rectus femoris stretch, Legs against the wall,
Lunge stretch, Dragon Stretch

Elevated Rib Correction..………………..……………………………………….…….……….27
Relaxing your ribs, DB with belt pull, Doorway walk through, Door jam pull-up
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Postural Correction for DR Healing
Elevated shoulders Correction
UT stretch
This exercise can be done in sitting or standing. Tilt
your neck to the side while making sure your
shoulder is down. To ensure that the shoulder is in
the down position, grab onto the edge of the chair
or keep your shoulder internally rotated (behind
the back). Give yourself overpressure with the
opposite arm (if tolerated). Hold for 10 deep
breaths and repeat 3 times on each side
(alternating left and right). Perform 2 x day.

Levator Stretch
This exercise can be done in sitting or standing. Tilt your
neck diagonally (toward your armpit) while making sure
your shoulder is down. To ensure that the shoulder is in
the down position, grab onto the edge of the chair or
keep your shoulder internally rotated (behind the back).
Give yourself overpressure with opposite arm (if
tolerated). Hold for 10 deep breaths and repeat 3 times
on each side (alternating left and right).
Perform 2 x day.
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Scalene Stretch
This exercise can be done in sitting or standing. Hold
your collar bone down with both of your hands.
Rotate your neck in one direction and tilt it back (like
you want to look over your head) while making sure
your collar bone is held down. Hold for 10 deep
breaths and repeat 3 times on each side (alternating
left and right). Perform 2 x day. Do not perform this
exercise if you are having dizziness in this position.

Bridge Stretch
Lay down on the floor. Lift your pelvis up in a bridged position. Place your arms
behind your back with fingers interlaced. Pinch your shoulders together and pull
the shoulder blades down. Open up your hips as much as you can without arching
your back (keep your spine neutral). Hold this position for 10 deep breaths.
Repeat 2 x day.
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Open up your Chest and Correction of Rounded shoulders:
Doorway stretch (Pectoralis stretch)
Place your arms on the side of the
doorway with elbows straight. Step
in to the doorway to stretch. Start
with your arms at a 45 degree angle
(slightly up) and stretch for 10 deep
breaths. Move your arms to
shoulder height (90 degrees) and
stretch in this position for 10 deep
breaths. Progress to above shoulder
level (120 degrees) and stretch in
this position for 10 deep breaths.
Perform several times per day.

Foam Roll stretch
Purchase a foam roll. Place it on the floor and lay on it with your spine resting
along the roll. Drop your arms to the side and stretch your chest and thoracic in
this position for 3-5 minutes. Perform 2 x day.
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Stabilization of scapula-thoracic
(ST) joint:
Shoulder Stabilization Level 1
Floor Angels
Place a pillow or blanket under your ribs
to bolster them and lay down on the
floor. Support your neck.
Position your arms on the floor with
palms up and elbows slightly bent. Reach
with your arms to the side of your body
and move your arms toward your head
while keeping your hands on the floor.
Make sure your ribs are staying down on
the floor (pillow) and not flaring up. Go
as high as you can while keeping your ribs
down. Perform 1 set of 20, 1 x day.

Floor Angels on the Foam roll
Follow above instructions but lay on the foam roll to make it more difficult.
Perform 1 x 20, 1 x day.

NOTE: You can keep your knees bent for improved stability.
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Wall Angels
Stand against the wall with head, shoulders, ribs and gluteal muscles in contact
with the wall. Slide the arms up and down leading with your thumb. Repeat 20
times. Perform 1 x day.

Bridging with table press (braced)
Follow above named instructions to find spinal neutral, perform proper breathing
and activate transverse abdominis by pulling the belly button in with exhalation
while lifting the pelvis up in to a bridged position. Hold your arms straight with
palms down. Press with your hands down into the surface with exhalation and
bridging. Approximate DR by taping or bracing. Perform 1 x 20, 1 x day.
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Shoulder Stabilization 2
Shoulder Burner
This exercise is progressed to different positions (sitting,
standing).
Place your shoulders at a 90 degree angle (straight to the
side).
Position your thumbs up: make small circles in clockwise
direction 1x 10; follow with counter clock circles 1x 10
Thumbs forward: make small circles in clockwise direction
1x 10; follow with counter clock circles 1x 10
Thumbs down: make small circles in clockwise direction 1x
10; follow with counter clock circles 1x 10
Perform 1 x a day.

Wall Push-up:
Position yourself two feet from the wall. Lift the arms up to shoulder level. Place
hands flat on the wall. Lower your body to the wall by bending your elbow. Make
sure you are keeping your neck and body straight and not bending from your hip.
Perform 1 x 20, 1 x day.
Note: DO NOT perform this exercise in case you are having wrist pain.
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Wall Push-Up Progression (hand offset
position)
Position yourself two feet from the wall. Lift
arms up to shoulder level. Place hands flat on
the wall with the right hand higher than the
left. Lower your body to the wall by bending
your elbow. Make sure you are keeping your
neck and body straight and not bending from
your hip. Perform 1 x 10 in this position and
then position the left hand higher than the right
and do one more set of 10. Perform 1 x day.
Note: DO NOT perform this exercise in case
you are having wrist pain.

Wall Push-Up Progression (Theraband
resistance)
Position yourself two feet from the wall. Lift your
arms up to shoulder level. Place hands flat on the
wall. Make a Theraband loop and place your
hands in the loop while stretching the Theraband
out to create tension. You should feel the
shoulder blade muscles activating. Lower your
body to the wall by bending your elbow. Make
sure you are keeping your neck and body straight
and not bending from your hip. Perform 1 x 20.
Perform 1 x day.
Note: DO NOT perform this exercise in case you
are having wrist pain.
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Quadruped Shoulder Stabilization Exercises
(DO NOT do these exercises if you have active shoulder or wrist pain; call our
clinic at 425-224-2476 for modifications)
Quadruped shoulder circles (braced)
Position yourself in quadruped position (all
fours, hands positioned under your
shoulders, knees under your hips). Pay
attention to proper transferring technique
and make sure you are braced or taped.
Make five small circles with your hand
without moving your shoulder
Do the same on the other side
Alternate sides and repeat 10 times on
each side and progress to 20 in the second
week. Perform 1 x day.
Quadruped shoulder taps (braced)
Position yourself in a quadruped position
(all fours, hands positioned under your
shoulders, knees under your hips). Pay
attention to proper transferring technique
and make sure you are braced or taped.
Touch the left shoulder with R arm 5 times.
Touch the right shoulder with L arm 5
times.
Repeat 10 times and progress to 20 in
second week.
Perform 1 x day.
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Free Up Your Waist
Floor Crescent
Lay on the floor, lift your arms all the way up and lock
your fingers together. Place a small pillow under your
ribs. Move your legs and arms to one side as far as
you can. Cross your ankles to increase the stretch.
Hold for 2 minutes on each side and repeat the same
on the opposite side. Perform 2 x day.

Seated Crescent
Sit on a chair, lift your arm up and lock your fingers together. Keep your pelvic
neutral (no anterior pelvic tilt). Move your arms to one side as far as you can.
Hold for 10 deep breaths and repeat the same on the opposite side. Do it 3 times
in each side. Perform 2 x day.
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Wall Crescent
Stand against the wall with your feet a few inches
from the wall. Keep your head, shoulders, ribcage and
buttocks in contact with the wall. Lift your arms up
and lock your fingers together. Keep your pelvic
neutral (no anterior pelvic tilt). Move your arms to
one side as far as you can while keeping head,
shoulders, ribs and buttocks in contact with the wall.
Using the wall as a guide, move your arms as far to
the side as you can with no twisting. Hold for 10 deep
breaths and repeat the same on the opposite side. Do
three reps on each side. Perform 2 x day.

Correcting Anterior Pelvic Tilt (APT)
a) Free up your LS fascia
Forward fold in sitting
Sit on the edge of the chair. Open up your
legs wide and drop your body forward
into a relaxed position. This position
should not take any effort on your part
and should not activate your abdominal
muscles (make sure your abdominals are
relaxed). Hold this position for 10 deep
breaths. Repeat 3 times and perform two
times a day.
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Forward fold in standing
Stand in front of the chair with your feet
wide. Bend forward while resting your
elbows straight and hands on the seat of
the chair. Relax your abdominals and
spine. Bend forward and hold for 10 deep
breaths. Make sure you are not rounding
your shoulders while performing this
activity. You will feel stretch in your calf,
hamstrings, gluteal musculature and lower
back. Hold this position for 10 deep
breaths. Repeat 3 times, 2 x day.

Legs against the wall
Lay 2 feet away from the wall and lift your legs with
bend knees against the wall. Hold your knees and hips in
90-90 position with toes slightly pointed out. Hold this
position for 2 minutes, Relax your hips and lower back.
Perform 2 x day.

Child’s pose
Position yourself in quadruped position.
Position towel roll under your ankles and
knees for improved comfort if necessary.
Reach forward while performing sit down
position. Hold this position for 2 minutes
and perform 2 x day.
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b) Open up your hips
Hip Flexor Stretch (Psoas release)
Start with sitting on the floor with your legs extended. Relax your legs until the
hamstrings rest on the ground. Once your thighs are touching the floor, recline to
the floor (watch for transferring techniques). Support your head and neck with a
pillow and/or bolster. Make sure your ribs are touching the floor. Relax your
ribcage and hips. Stay in this position for 2 minutes, 2 x day.

Rectus Femoris stretch
Position yourself face down. Roll up a towel and place it under your hip. Bend
your knee and reach back for your ankle. Support your neck with a pillow. Stretch
in this position for 10 deep breath on each side and repeat 3 times.
Perform 2 x day.

Legs against the wall
Lay 2 feet away from the wall and lift your legs with bend
knees against the wall. Hold your knees and hips in 90-90
position with toes slightly pointed out. Hold this position
for 2-5 minutes. Relax your hips and lower back.
Perform 2 x day.
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Lunge stretch
Position yourself in a lunged position
and place one knee in front. Lower your
knee to the floor. Use a small pillow to
cushion your knee for improved
comfort. Step forward with your right
leg leaving the left leg behind. Keep
your trunk upright, belly pulled in, pelvis
neutral. You should feel the stretch in
your groin. Hold for 10 deep breaths.
Repeat 3 times on each side.
Perform 2 x day.

Dragon stretch
Position yourself in a lunged position and place one knee in front. Lower your
knee to the floor. Use a small pillow to cushion your knee for improved comfort.
Step forward with your right leg leaving the left leg behind. Shift your trunk
forward, belly pulled in, pelvis neutral. Rest your arms on the floor. Legs should be
slightly open (externally rotated). You should feel stretch in your groin. Hold for
10 deep breaths. Repeat 3 times on each side. Perform 2 x day.
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Elevated Rib Correction
Relaxing your ribs on the floor (supine)
Start with sitting on the floor with you’re your legs extended. Relax your legs until
the hamstrings rest on the ground. Once your thighs are touching the floor,
recline to the floor (watch for transferring techniques). Support your head and
neck with pillow and bolster. Make sure your ribs are
touching the floor. Relax your ribcage and hips. Stay in this
position for 2-5 minutes. Perform 1 x day.
DB with belt pull
Sit on the edge of the chair with good posture (spinal
neutral, shoulders relaxed, chest open). Place a belt or sheet
around your ribs and cross over on the front. Perform deep
breathing and pull your ribs down both with inhalation and
exhalation. Do 10 deep breaths. Perform 1 x day.
Doorway Walk Through
Lift your arms up with palms facing forward. Reach up
to reach the top of the doorway, push against the
doorway while keeping your ribs down. Step forward
to increase the stretch. Hold this position for 3 deep
breaths; repeat 5 times,
several times per day.
Door Jam Pull-Up
Stand in the doorway and
grasp the side of the
doorway with one hand at the shoulder height. Keep
your feet close together, other arm relaxed. Keep
your body straight while lowering your body away
from the door. Do not let your hip drop down. Hold
for 3 deep breaths and repeat 5 times on each side.
Perform 2 x day.
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Core Stabilization Progression For DR Program
Core Activation……………………………………………………………………………….…29-30
Diaphragmatic breathing, TA activation, Pelvic brace

Pilates 101………………………………………………………………......……………..……30-31
Knee out, Leg slide, Knee fold

Bridging Progression…………….……………………………………….……………..……32-34
Bridging with hip abduction, Heel bridging, Frog bridging, Bridging on the foam
roll, Bridging with table press

Quadruped Core Stabilization ………………………………………………..…………34-35
Quadruped TA activation with bird dog

Pelvic Brace Progression.……………..…………………………….…………….……….……35
Roll in Roll out
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Core Activation
Diaphragmatic Breathing
Positioning: Start in crook laying
position and progress to sitting
and standing over time. Perform
deep breathing in the spinal
neutral position. To find the
spinal neutral position, tilt your
pelvis forward and back and find
the neutral position in between
these two extremes. This is the
position where you can fit your
hand in between the low back
and surface of the floor or bed.
Once you find this position,
perform deep diaphragmatic
breathing.
The best way to accomplish diaphragmatic breathing is by inhaling through your
nose and exhaling thorough your mouth.
With inhalation your belly should expand and with exhalation sink in. This is
important to activate the top of the abdominal cavity (diaphragm) and improve
stabilization of the back. Use a sheet to approximate the abdominal split with
exhalation.
Inhalation and exhalation should take 5-8 sec depending on capacity of your lungs
and body size. Do not hold your breath or go too deep or too long to prevent
hyperventilation. Stop if you start to feel dizzy. Again, use a sheet to approximate
the abdominal split with exaltation/relax with inhalation.
Next, add activation of Transversus Abdominis by pulling your belly button in with
exhalation. Do this for 10 deep breaths.
Here is an example of how the inhalation and
exhalation should look.
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TA activation
Next, add activation of the Transversus Abdominis (TA) by pulling your belly
button in with exhalation. Make sure your belly button is sinking in with TA
activation. No muscles should bulge out with TA activation and your belly should
become flat and hollow. Do this for 10 deep breaths. Make sure you proximate
the abdominal split with exhalation and activation of TA by pulling on the sheet.
Repeat 10 times.
Pelvic Brace
Start in hook laying position (both knees bent). Breathe in emphasizing the
expansion of your ribs. As you exhale, tighten and pull the pelvic floor muscles by
imaging shutting off the urine flow. Maintain neutral spinal position. Don’t try too
hard, make sure your lower belly is pulling in. Hold the brace while you are
exhaling and relax with inhalation. Repeat 10 times.

Pilates 101
Knee Out
Perform DB/ TA activation and pelvic brace for 1 minute.
Approximate DR by pulling on the sheet with exhalation.
Hold the pelvic brace position and imagine there is a tray on your pelvis. Slowly let
one knee move to the side with exhalation while controlling the position of your
low back and pelvis (keep the tray leveled). Return to center and repeat.
Approximate DR by pulling on the sheet with exhalation. Do 1 x 20 before
progressing to the next level.
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Leg Slide
Perform DB/ TA activation and pelvic brace for
1 minute.
Approximate DR by pulling on the sheet with
exhalation.
Perform bracing (as above). Imagine there is a
tray on your pelvis. While holding the brace
and exhaling slide one heel out along the floor
and back up. Approximate DR by pulling on
the sheet with exhalation. Don’t let the tray
tilt. Do only as many as you can correctly,
maintaining the contraction the hole time.
Repeat with the other leg. Do 1 x 20 before
progressing to next level.
Knee Fold
Perform DB/ TA activation and pelvic brace
for 1 minute.
Approximate DR by pulling on the sheet with
exhalation.
Perform bracing (as above). Imagine there is
a tray on your pelvis. While holding the brace
and exhaling lift one bend knee up to 90
degree position. Lower the knee back down
with inhalation. Approximate DR by pulling
on the sheet with exhalation. Do not let the
pelvis tilt (keep “tray” leveled). Do only as
many as you can correctly, maintaining the
contraction the hole time. Start with one set
of 10 on one side and one set of 10 on the
other side and progress to 1x 20 with leg
alternation.
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Bridging Instructions
• Step #1: Position yourself in crook laying position and find spinal neutral.
Hold spinal neutral and perform diaphragmatic breathing for 1 minute.
• Step #2: Next, add activation of Transversus Abdominis by pulling your belly
button in with exhalation. Do this for 10 deep breaths.
• Step #3: Once you feel comfortable with this
part, progress to bridging.
Lift your pelvis gently with exhalation and lower down
with inhalation.
• Step # 4: Add pelvic bracing with Bridging
Follow above listed instructions and add Pelvic Floor
activation to improve stabilization of pelvis form the
bottom. To activate Pelvic Floor perform Kegels. A kegel
is done by lifting the pelvic floor (area in between seat
bones) like you want to stop flow of urine. Lift and hold
with inhalation and relax with exhalation.
Continue approximating DR by pulling on sheet with
exhalation. Approximate DR by pulling on sheet with
exhalation. Do this 20 times, 1 x day.

Bridging progression
Every single progression should be done 1 x 20, once a day, and progress to 2 sets
of 20 before going onto the next level.
Progression of bridging is performed within the following order:
Bridging with hip Adduction (Ball or small pillow Squeezing)
Follow the above named instructions to
find spinal neutral, perform proper
breathing and activate Transversus
Abdominis with exhalation and lifting
pelvis up (bridging). Approximate DR by
taping or bracing. Add hip adduction with
exhalation (squeezing the small pillow or
a ball on the way up. Relax on the way
down (with exhalation). Perform 1 x 20;
1 x day. Progress to 2 x 20 if it feels easy.
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Heel Bridging: Follow above named
instructions to find spinal neutral,
perform proper breathing and
activate Transversus Abdominis with
exhalation and lifting pelvis up
(bridging). Approximate DR by taping
or bracing. Progress to position your
heels in heel up position and bridge
in this position. Do 1x 20; 1 x day.
Progress to 2x 20 if it feels easy.
Frog Bridge: Follow above named
instructions to find spinal neutral,
perform proper breathing and
activate Transverses Abdominis with
exhalation and lifting pelvis up
(bridging). Approximate DR by taping
or bracing. Progress to position your
feet on the lateral edge (frog
position) and perform bridging in
this position. Do 1x 20; 1 x day.
Progress to 2x 20 if it feels easy.
Bridging on the foam roll: Follow
above named instructions to find
spinal neutral, perform proper
breathing and activate the
Transverses Abdominis with
exhalation and lifting pelvic up
(bridging). Approximate DR by
taping or bracing. Progress to
position your feet on the roll and
perform bridging in this position.
Do 1x20; 1 x day. Progress to 2x 20
if it feels easy.
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Bridging with table press: Follow above
named instructions to find spinal neutral,
perform proper breathing and activate
transverses abdominis with exhalation
and lifting pelvic up (bridging) and press
with your hands down into the surface.
Press with exhalation. Relax with
inhalation. Approximate DR by taping or
bracing. Perform 1 x 20 progress to 2 x 20
once it feels easy. Perform 1 x day.
Additional NOTES:
• Do hip flexor stretching before bridging to open up the hips and make the
second exercise more efficient.
• Stop If you are experiencing HS cramping. If you are having impaired firing
sequence and you need help and guidance with exercises. Call our clinic
and we will help you.
• Perform this exercise with the brace on.

Quadruped Core Stabilization (TA activation/Bird Dog)
(do not do this position if you have active shoulder or wrist pain. Call our clinic at
425-224-2476 for modifications)
Position yourself in quadruped position (all
fours position).
Watch for transferring technique and make
sure you perform this exercise braced or
taped.
Perform DB with TA activation in this
position for 2 minutes.
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Quadruped TA activation with bird dog
Position yourself in quadruped position (all fours position).
Watch for transferring technique and make sure you perform this exercise braced
or taped.
Perform DB with TA activation in this position for 1 minute.
Imagine you are having a
tray on your pelvis; keep
the tray level.
Lift the left arm and right
leg up. Pull your belly in
(activate TA) with exhaling
and lift your arm and leg
up. Keep the tray leveled at
all times.
Alternate left arm/right leg
and right arm left leg
lifting.
Repeat 20 times, 1 x day.

Pelvic Brace Progression:
(bonus exercise for pts who have urinary incontinence)
Roll in Roll Out
Position yourself flat on the surface.
Place a small ball (7-8 inches in diameter)
or a small pillow in between your knees.
Place a thera-band around your knees.
Keep your knees straight while rotating the
whole leg in and out.
Roll in and out slowly (take 10 seconds in
both directions).
You should feel muscle activation in
between your seat bones.
Repeat 10 times, 1 x day.
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Keep Track of Your Activities:
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Keep Track of Your Progress
Week 1

Top (2 fingers above
umbilicus)

Middle (right
above umbilicus)

Bottom (2 fingers
bellow umbilicus)

Top

Middle

Bottom

Top

Middle

Bottom

Top

Middle

Bottom

DR width
Depth (shallow,
medium, deep)
DR feel (soft, firm)

Weeks 4 -8
DR width
Depth (shallow,
medium, deep)
DR feel (soft, firm)

Week 8-12
DR width
Depth (shallow,
medium, deep)
DR feel (soft, firm)
Week 12-24
DR width
Depth (shallow,
medium, deep)
DR feel (soft, firm)
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Please call or email us if you have any questions.
You will heal and prosper, keep up the great work!

Please call or email us if you have any questions

lillyphysicaltherapy@gmail.com
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